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nacles of wood representing the feathers worn by a warrior, figure number 9, and the
bird head dress on figure 6. There is also a restoration, one which would have iden
tified of museum origin if the photograph had not shown it to be otherwise. Figure
number one, the steersman, had a head dress which included the standing figure of a
bird not unlike others in the canoe. However, the head of the bird is not the original.
Once pointed out it is clear that it is in fact a dance ornament which is normally held
between the dancer’s teeth (ills.6&amp;7). Other repairs which date back to New Ireland
are breakages at weak points - the tips of the fins of fish where they meet other ele
ments - which have been mended with bindings from plant fibres.
Once part of the Linden-Museum collection the malagan was cared for in a conser
vative manner. Limited repairs were carried out with nails and animal glue to secure

loose elements of the figures, and losses accepted (ill.8). The repairs are craftsman
like in their quality - the edges of glued joins are flush with one another and nails are
positioned with an eye for grain direction. On some of the figures there has been di
screet touching up of repairs with white pigment.
Von Linden certainly cared for his acquisitions in a responsible manner. Writing to
Boluminski about other pieces he had dispatched to the Museum he commented:
Despite its long trip the figure has suffered relatively little, only one of its breasts has
fallen off Thanks to the advances in surgical procedures which have reached even my
museum, this has already been repaired1 .

The figure that was chosen for me has arrived a little damaged. However, the break is
a clean one so the reconstruction is not daunting. I have coral lime here and smearing
this over the repair will hide the damage 3 .

As early as 1897 the Württemberg Naturalienkabinett regularly seconded their pre-
parator, Heinrich Fischer, to von Linden to help out with the display of the collection
(Kussmaul 1975:30). Fischer in fact eventually moved over to the Linden-Museum in
1911 and stayed until 1945, first as curator and then from 1932 as director. During his
time a preparator and a carpenter were taken on and it is these individuals who

would have carried out any repairs on the collection. In many if not most museums
around the world the preparator invariably became the restorer too, and in the case
of the Linden-Museum the present day conservation workshops were known as the
preparatory workshop until 1980 4 . The Paruai malagan was put into storage in the
early 1940s to avoid its destruction from Allied bombing raids over Stuttgart (the
building was eventually wrecked on September 14, 1944) and was only unpacked in
1954 by the skeleton staff who maintained the museum during this period.
The appearance of the malagan shows the passing of these years. There was a spilla
ge of black paint which splattered parts of the entire object (ill.9). The hull of the ca
noe has been knocked about, its areas of high relief carving abraided and bruised
and the protruding lower jaws of the sea creatures terminating bow and stern splin
tered and fractured. There was one significant loss. The large fin-like feature at the
back of figure number 9’s head - though possibly it represents a rooster’s wing - which

helped make this figure so distinctive vanished in the mid 1960s (see ill.3).
In 1966 the museum created the position of restorer, presumably under the prepara
tor, and during the following two years the Oceanic collection was brought back on
permanent display (Tribus 1969:7). There is a perfunctory reference to this project in
the Museum’s conservation files of 1967 5 .

The 1998 condition report

1967 was the year the malagan was given a thorough restoration which included re

placing selected missing elements and extensively over-painting its designs. Most
black areas had been completely repainted and white and red areas partially re
coloured. This mismatch of fresh, museum applied black adjacent to more weathe
red-looking red and white, once drawn to the attention of any viewer, struck the eye
instantly and it was clear that something had to be done to achieve a more balanced

appearance. This intention was superceded when further analysis of the paint layers


